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1.0 Introduction 
 

1.1 This policy sets out the process for employers to make a complaint about the service 
provided by the University of Worcester (‘the University’). The University has a 
separate policy and procedure for students that wish to make a complaint, which can 
be found on the Registry Service webpage under Regulations and Procedures. 

 

1.2 



3.2 Stage 1: Informal Complaints 
 

3.2.1 As outlined in 1.1 the University has a separate policy and procedure for students 
that wish to make a complaint, which can be found on the Registry Service webpage 
under Regulations and Procedures Regulations and Procedures. 

 

3.2.2 Where possible, complaints should be raised immediately with relevant departments 
at the source of the complaint, or via the Course Lead Tutor or if a student apprentice 
the University of Worcester Work Place Coach / Mentor. The aim is to resolve the 
problem directly and informally at the earliest opportunity. It is anticipated that the 
vast majority of complaints will be resolved in this matter. 

 
3.2.3 Although Stage 1 is informal, the member of staff involved should provide a written 

outcome to the employer complainant, copying in the Director of Apprenticeships 
and Employer Engagement at apprenticeships@worc.ac.uk who will record the 
details of all informal employer complaints. Acknowledgement of the complaint will 
be provided within 48 hours, and a full response given within 4 weeks. 

 
3.2.4 If the employer is unable to raise the complaint at the source, or is dissatisfied with 

the outcome, they should make a formal complaint within 2 weeks of attempting to 
raise the complaint or from receipt of the outcome (see Stage 2 below). 

 
3.3 Stage 2: Formal Complaints 

 

3.3.1 To make a formal complaint an employer should put the matter in writing to the 
University by post or email to: 

 
Complaints & Appeals Officer 
University of Worcester 
Henwick Grove 
WR2 6AJ 
01905 855396 

 
complaintsandappeals@worc.ac.uk 

 

3.3.2 Where the University is working in partnership with another provider – the employer 
should also copy in the Lead Provider. If the complaint is in relation to fees and 
funding it should be addressed to the Lead Provider directly. 

 
3.3.3 The email should be titled as a complaint, and set out the details of the complaint in 

full and what would be an appropriate resolution. 
 
3.3.4 The University will acknowledge receipt of the complaint within two working days, 

and the complaint will be forwarded to an ‘Investigating Officer’ who has not been 
previously involved with the complaint. The  



timescales for the resolution of the complaint will be agreed in writing between the 
University and the complainant. 

 
3.3.6 A written response relating to the findings of the inquiry will be issued by the 

Investigating Officer within a maximum of four weeks from the date of receipt of the 
original complaint. 

 
3.3.7 If the employer complainant is not satisfied with the action taken, he/she may 

proceed to Stage 3 of the procedure. 
 
3.4 Stage 3: Review 

 

3.4.1 Where employers are not satisfied with the response provided by the University at 
Stage 2, they should refer their complaint to the Lead Provider representative. For 
University of Worcester this is the Pro Vice Chancellor Students, who will investigate 
the complaint in line with the complaints procedures. 

 
3.4.2 In the event the Lead Provider is the University, a complaint can be escalated for 

investigation to an independent reviewer. The reviewer will not re-investigate the 
complaint unless new evidence is presented. The independent reviewer will ensure 
that appropriate procedures are followed, the decision was reasonable, as well as 
considering any new evidence submitted. 

 
3.5 Stage 4 Referral to ESFA 

 

3.5.1 If after exhausting this process the complainant is still not satisfied, they may also 
escalate a complaint to the Education Skills Funding Agency’s (ESFA). You must 
contact the ESFA within 12 months after the issue happened. You can do this by 
email or post your complaint to the ESFA complaints team. 

 Email: complaints.ESFA@education.gov.uk 
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